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STAR Student Test Questions 

Sleepy ZZZZZZ 

 

 

1 The author includes headings in bold print to ― 

A explain why the article was written  

B describe why pictures were included in the article 

C show which words are most important 

D tell what information is in each section  

 

 

 

 

2 What is the best summary of the section “Sweet Dreams under 

Water”? 

A Aquatic animals live in water. Manatees and Dolphins are aquatic 

animals. Dolphins keep one eye open while sleeping underwater. 

B Aquatic animals get the rest their bodies need under water. 

Manatees and Dolphins sleep under water in special ways to get 

rest and survive in the habitat in which they live.  

C Manatees and Dolphins sleep underwater.  Manatees rise to the 

surface to get air.  Then their bodies use the water to gently 

float back into sleep. 

D Manatees and Dolphins are aquatic animals. Aquatic animals live 

in the water.  When they sleep, they are in danger of being 

attacked by predators. 
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3 The photographs are included to support which idea? 

A Animals instinctively use their body to get the rest they need. 

B All animals sleep at night.  

C Animals use their habitat to get the rest their bodies need. 

D Animals worry about predators when they sleep.   

 

 

 

4 Read this sentence from paragraph 7. 

 

 

The author uses this sentence to ― 

A explain Koala’s special features  

B offer a reason why Koalas use trees to rest and eat 

C help the reader visualize another way to sleep 

D compare humans to Koalas 

 

 

  

Do you think you would get rest by sleeping in 

trees? 
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5 The picture before paragraph 2 is included in the article to ― 

A show what a big cat might look like after a large meal 

B provide information about what meals lions eat  

C explain why lions prefer to sleep after a large meal 

D show how household cats and lions use the same method to 

sleep 

 

 

 

 

6 From the information provided in the selection, the reader can 

conclude that penguins ― 

A prefer to sleep on the circle’s edge 

B take turns keeping warm for survival 

C are smarter than other animals  

D tuck their beak when they are huddled together  
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By Dr. Lou Jones, Staff Writer 

Where do you sleep? Do you sleep on 

your back like a lion? When do you sleep? 

Have you ever thought about how different 

animals sleep?  Animals have a unique way 

of getting the rest their body needs by 

sometimes sleeping in strange and unusual 

ways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Back Sleepers 

Some cats like to sleep on their back. If 

you have a cat at home or see one at the 

zoo, pay close attention. Big cats like 

cheetahs and lions often sleep on their 

back after a large meal. Their body 

stretches out with all four legs in mid air. 

Many household cats use the same method 

of sleeping. Maybe this habit has been 

passed down to small felines over the 

years. 

 

 

 

 

 

The sea otter is another type of animal 

that sleeps on its back. Sea otters sleep 

while floating in the water. The water 

allows them to glide slowly and gently for 

a relaxing slumber. A baby sea otter will 

sometimes sleep on its mother’s tummy 

while the mother floats calmly down the 

stream on her back. 

 

No Shut Eye 

Did you know that some animals sleep 

with their eyes open? Most fish sleep with 

their eyes wide open because they have no 

eyelids. So, fish cannot close their eyes 

like people can. Many scientists believe 

that fish float around in a daydream or 

wedge themselves into a spot in the mud 

or coral to rest. They are resting, but their 

eyes are open to stay alert for danger. 

 

A Pillow Made of Feathers 

Sleepy birds often tuck their beak under 

warm feathers by turning their head around 

into a tuft of feathers on their back or chest. 

With their beak tucked in, some birds, such 

as flamingos, stand for hours on one leg 

while they sleep. 

  

Lions sometimes sleep on their back 

after a large meal. 

Continued on next page 
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Animals have a unique way of getting the rest their body needs. Some animals 

sleep with their body in a special position. Other animals have a special place 

to sleep. Fish even sleep with their eyes wide open. 
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Sleepy continued 

 

Photos courtesy of terraseptem.com 

Penguins often tuck their beak and 

huddle together shoulder to shoulder to 

stay warm while they sleep. Their feathers 

are short and closely packed to keep them 

warm. They take turns moving to the 

inside of the group. Once they rest and 

warm up, they take their turn back on the 

circle’s edge giving others time in the 

warmer center.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hanging Around for a Nap 

The way you sleep often tells how well 

your body will rest. Do you think you 

would get rest by sleeping in trees? Koalas 

know they would! 

Koalas are small bear-like animals found 

in Australia. Scientists believe that animals 

that sleep in trees, such as the koala, have 

special features that keep them from falling. 

Koalas sleep about 20 hours a day! Then 

they spend the night eating eucalyptus 

leaves. 

Sleeping While Standing 

Many animals sleep while standing. 

Large animals find sleeping while standing 

easier because they have trouble standing 

up quickly from a position on the ground. 

It is much easier to start running from a 

standing position. Horses, elephants and 

rhinos are examples of large animals that 

mostly sleep while standing. Elephants and 

rhinos cannot sleep lying on their side for 

too long because pressure from their heavy 

body may cause breathing problems. 

 

Sweet Dreams under Water 

Aquatic animals are animals that live 

in the water. Some aquatic animals sleep 

under water and then wake up and go to 

the surface for a breath of air. Manatees 

use this sleeping pattern. These large 

animals sleep under water on sandy 

riverbeds. Every few minutes they rise to 

the surface to get air. Then they slowly 

and gently sink back down to snooze 

again.  

Dolphins have a very strange method 

of sleeping under water. Dolphins can 

keep half of their brain awake so they are 

always only half-asleep. The bottlenose 

dolphin sleeps one to two hours with one 

side of the brain at rest and then switches 

over to the other side of the brain for 

another few hours. Dolphins can also keep 

one eye open and one eye shut while 

sleeping. They sleep in a group circle and 

keep one eye alert for predators. The circle 

of sleeping dolphins appears as a large 

group, so predators are unwilling to risk an 

attack.

The penguin sleeps by tucking its 

beak in a pillow of feathers to keep 

warm. 
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2 What is the best summary of the section “Sweet Dreams under 

Water”? 

A Aquatic animals live in water. Manatees and Dolphins are aquatic 

animals. Dolphins keep one eye open while sleeping underwater. 

B Aquatic animals get the rest their bodies need under water. 

Manatees and Dolphins sleep under water in special ways to get 

rest and survive in the habitat in which they live.  
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3 The photographs are included to support which idea? 

A Animals instinctively use their body to get the rest they need. 

B All animals sleep at night.  

C Animals use their habitat to get the rest their bodies need. 

D Animals worry about predators when they sleep.   

 

 

 

4 Read this sentence from paragraph 7. 

 

 

The author uses this sentence to ― 

A explain Koala’s special features  

B offer a reason why Koalas use trees to rest and eat 

C help the reader visualize another way to sleep 

D compare humans to Koalas 

 

 

  

Do you think you would get rest by sleeping in 

trees? 
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5 The picture before paragraph 2 is included in the article to ― 

A show what a big cat might look like after a large meal 

B provide information about what meals lions eat  

C explain why lions prefer to sleep after a large meal 

D show how household cats and lions use the same method to 

sleep 

 

 

 

 

6 From the information provided in the selection, the reader can 

conclude that penguins ― 

A prefer to sleep on the circle’s edge 

B take turns keeping warm for survival 

C are smarter than other animals  

D tuck their beak when they are huddled together  


